INCLUSIVE ACCESS

Why IA Benefits *You*

Inclusive Access, or IA, is a course material delivery model where faculty adopted eBooks and digital content is sent automatically to students on or before the first day of class. IA is a fraction of the cost of printed materials and eliminates the need to shop for textbooks.

**Students**
- Reduced price of course materials
- Increased convenience of automatic purchase and delivery
- Flexibility of opting out
- Immediate access to materials
- Supports late registration and changes in schedule
- Raises value of degree program by reducing cost of attendance

**Instructors**
- Adds greater value to each course
- Ensures all students start class on even footing
- Immediate instruction can begin - no delays or schedule adjustments
- Increased course passage rates
- Improved course and program outcomes
- Maintained academic freedom

**How It Works**

1. CONTENT ADOPTED
2. STUDENTS REGISTER
3. CONTENT DELIVERED
Equitable Access significantly reduces the cost of textbooks and other course materials and ensures students have all required materials by day one of class.

**Why EA Benefits You**

- **EQUITY**
  Everyone starts on an even playing field regardless of income or class

- **ACCESS**
  All materials delivered before class starts in the selected format

- **AFFORDABILITY**
  Materials provided at a low cost or no cost to student

- **LEARNING OUTCOMES**
  Engage with materials early and often - doing causes learning

**How Equitable Access works**

1. **CONTENT ADOPTED**
2. **STUDENT OPT-OUT PERIOD**
3. **MATERIALS DELIVERED**
4. **STUDENTS START CLASS PREPARED**

**Why Equitable Access for Course Materials?**

1. **PROVIDE**
   When you provide students materials on time, at the lowest cost...

2. **ENGAGE**
   They can engage with them early and often...

3. **RETAIN**
   And experience better learning outcomes...

4. **GRADUATE**
   Resulting in successful program completion and graduation.